Software developers regularly draw diagrams of their systems. To get a sense of how diagramming fits into a developer's daily work, consider this fictitious, but representative, story:
can easily get out of sync and cannot be stored or retrieved together, as when Jane's diagram was available during task resumption but her search results were gone.
Second, there is no transition between team-level documentation and task-or conversationspecific diagrams. For example, Jane has to reproduce parts of the poster on the whiteboard in order to answer Joe's specific questions. Third, there is a lost opportunity to help deal with the disorientation Jane feels when confronting all the open documents on resuming her task.
Getting lost in a large code base is altogether too easy. The code consists of many thousands of symbols, with few visual landmarks to guide the eye. As a developer navigates the code, she follows hyperlinks, such as jumping from a method caller to a callee, with no visual transition to show where the jump landed. The more she navigates, the greater the pileup of document tabs. These navigation steps are not just for editing the code. Software developers also have a frequent need for information during their programming tasks. 8, 9 To try to find answers, they browse around the code and other documents, which adds both relevant and irrelevant documents to the environment's working set. With so much discontinuous navigation, a developer can easily become disoriented.
Better support for code diagrams in the development environment could support code understanding and communication, and could serve as a "map" to help keep developers oriented.
The software visualization community has previously explored different types of maps, such as zoomable box-and-line diagrams 10 and cityscapes, 11 for tasks such as program understanding and analyzing project data. These maps are typically designed to supplement a standard development environment. Our goal is to integrate maps into the development environment such that developers can carry out most tasks within the map.
To address these issues, using a user-centered approach we are designing an interactive code map for development environments. In preparation for our initial design we conducted a series of field studies at Microsoft Corporation. We interviewed developers to find how and why they draw diagrams of their code, and we collected many example diagrams along the way. 3 We also directly observed developers at work to watch their information-seeking behavior and to catalog their information needs. 8 Finally, we did a participatory design of a paper-based code map to allow a development team to design its content and appearance and to witness how it supported their conversations. 1 Using insights from these three studies, we are actively prototyping Code Canvas, a
Microsoft Visual Studio plug-in that replaces the tabbed documents with a zoomable code map.
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HOW AND WHY DEVELOPERS DIAGRAM
To better understand how professional software developers use visual representations of their code, we interviewed nine developers at Microsoft to identify common scenarios, and then surveyed more than 400 developers to understand the scenarios more deeply. 3 The three most frequently mentioned scenarios were:
• Understanding existing code. Examining source code and its behavior to develop an understanding of it.
• Designing/refactoring. Planning how to implement new functionality, fix a bug, or make the program structure better match its functionality.
• Ad-hoc meetings. Asking a coworker to explain existing code, vet a decision, or help work through a problem.
Developers rated these three among the most important to their job functions. More than half of survey respondents indicated that diagrams were important in these scenarios. Most ad-hoc meetings were small, involving two or at most five people. While often done solo, understanding existing code and designing/refactoring involved pairs or small groups surprisingly often.
In a separate study we sought to understand developers' information needs while carrying out their development tasks. 8 This reliance on conversations with coworkers corresponds with the ad-hoc meeting scenario from the diagramming study.
From these two studies we know that developers have frequent, specific information needs when trying to understand existing code and planning code changes, and they often use diagrams when looking for answers. This suggests the plausible utility of a code map that answers these needs either directly or through interaction. We also know that developers often turn to coworkers to find the answers they need, and they create diagrams to supplement their conversations. This suggests that the code map should be shared among teammates so that they have a common spatial frame of reference.
DESIGNING A CODE MAP
The question remains, what should the code map look like? We collected many examples of developers' visual representations of their code and identified the visual conventions they used. 3 These ranged from sketches on whiteboards to diagrams carefully made using a drawing tool. We also looked at the visual conventions used by developers when representing code. 2 Box-and-arrow diagrams were by far the most common representation, where each box represented some kind of Armed with this general knowledge, we worked closely with a software development team called Oahu (a pseudonym) to develop a paper prototype of a code map. 2 The Oahu team consisted of a few dozen people working on an incubation project of around 75,000 lines of C#. We first had each developer separately sketch the Oahu project on a large piece of paper. Four of these sketches are shown in Figure 1 . Next we synthesized into a master drawing the common features and interesting exceptions that appeared in the sketches. For several weeks we repeated a daily cycle where we printed this drawing, hung it in the developers' offices, interviewed the team members for changes and reports of how they used it, and then revised the drawing based on their feedback. At their request, we incorporated types and method signatures reverse-engineered from their code, using a tool that we developed for the purpose.
Figure 1. Four Diagrams of the Oahu System
Through this process we arrived at a design (figure 2) that represented the code in a way that was meaningful to the team. The final design was basically an architectural layer diagram sprinkled with types (white boxes) containing method signatures. It closely followed the visual conventions we found in the earlier study. It also included some features that are not typical in architectural diagrams, such as representations of planned, but nonexistent code (for example, the empty white box beneath the mobile phones), colorized identifier fragments to aid visual searching (which we call concept keyword colorization), and the vertical banding representing concepts that cut across architectural layers.
From these studies we learned that it is possible to design a code map from a simple set of visual conventions. The Oahu code map showed that a single map could represent an entire software project in a way that was meaningful to all the developers on the team. The team's response to the map was mixed. Two new hires on the Oahu team used the map extensively as part of their "onboarding" process, studying and annotating it often. Other team members had several criticisms, all stemming from the lack of interaction. They wanted to tailor the level of detail and the element positions to the needs of the discussion to change the content for the task (e.g., add call graphs to the map). We were able to address all these concerns in our Code Canvas, described next.
Figure 2. The Oahu Code Map Designed through Team Participation
The callout shows the map at full resolution. The dashed rectangle is the map region shown in figure 3 .
MAPS AT THE CENTER OF THE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
We've incorporated insights from these studies into a prototype user interface for Microsoft Visual Studio, called Code Canvas, which makes a code map the central metaphor of the development experience. 5 Rather than relying on tabbed documents and hierarchical overviews to navigate and edit the code, Code Canvas places all of a project's documents (code files, icons, user interface designs, etc.) onto a panning, zooming code map. The user can zoom out to get an overview of the project's structure and zoom in to view or edit code and other documents. (A video of Code Canvas is available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsFfyli2Y9s.)
We designed the look of the Code Canvas map based on our experience with the Oahu team. For a tour of Code Canvas's features, let's replay our initial story.
Jane's development environment shows an overview map of the whole project, called the HOME canvas. Its layout is as familiar to her as her hometown, since she has been moving around both of them for years. To start her task of understanding her project's dependency on the unsupported library, she searches for uses of the library. The search results are overlaid on the map in yellow boxes (as shown in figure 3 ) in addition to being listed in a separate window. She immediately sees the two parts of the code that depend on the library. She zooms into one of them to look more closely at exactly which classes are implicated and then clicks on an individual search result to look at the code itself.
After exploring this way for a while, she decides to focus on just the relevant code, so she creates a new "filtered canvas" in a new tab that contains the subset of the code containing the search results, maintaining the spatial relationships that help her stay oriented. As on the HOME canvas, the code on the filtered canvas is shown inside boxes representing the relevant classes and interfaces. In essence, this filtered canvas acts as the class diagram Jane previously drew on her notepad, except that, here, the search results and class diagram are automatically kept in sync and are persisted together. Joe knocks on the door and asks Jane a question. She clicks over to the HOME canvas tab, zooms out, and points at parts of it to support what she's saying. The HOME canvas is shared among all team members, precisely to provide a common ground around which the team can have discussions. To explain the feature that is puzzling Joe, Jane sets a debugger breakpoint and runs the program. When the breakpoint is reached, Code Canvas shows the call stack using a series of red execution arrows, like those in figure 3 . Jane then creates a second filtered canvas, focused on this call stack. She zooms out to
give Joe a tour of the parts of the code involved in the feature. When Joe asks detailed questions about the algorithms, Jane zooms in on the relevant code. When the conversation with Joe is over, Jane simply closes the new tabs and returns to the one where she was working, which looks exactly as she left it.
In short, Code Canvas provides explicit task support through multiple canvases and uses stable, spatial layouts to keep users oriented. These design goals are shared by the Code Bubbles project at Brown University. 1 Code Bubbles' strategy is to start with an empty canvas and add items as the user searches and browses the project. In contrast, Code Canvas starts with an overview and allows users to filter down to items of interest. In our future work, we will explore hybrids of the two approaches.
Figure 3. The Code Canvas Version of the Oahu Map
The map is focused on the upper left corner of the UI layer and includes two overlays: search results in yellow and an execution trace as a series of red arrows. The callout shows the result of zooming into a method to edit its code.
CONCLUSION
Based on the work practices we observed in our field studies, we believe making a code map central to the user interface of the development environment promises to reduce disorientation, answer common information needs, and anchor team conversations. Spatial memory and reasoning are little used by software developers today. In a lab-based evaluation of a previous version of our codemap design, we showed that developers form a reliable spatial memory of a code map during 90-minute sessions of programming tasks. 4 By exploiting these cognitive resources, code maps will allow developers to be better grounded in the code, whether working solo or collaboratively. We believe that this will fundamentally change and improve the software development experience. Q 
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